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Entanglement plays an important role in quantum communication, algorithms, and error
correction. Schmidt coefficients are correlated to the eigenvalues of the reduced density
matrix. These eigenvalues are used in von Neumann entropy to quantify the amount of
the bipartite entanglement. In this paper, we map the Schmidt basis and the associated
coefficients to quantum circuits to generate random quantum states. We also show that
it is possible to adjust the entanglement between subsystems by changing the quantum
gates corresponding to the Schmidt coefficients. In this manner, random quantum states
with predefined bipartite entanglement amounts can be generated using random Schmidt
basis. This provides a technique for generating equivalent quantum states for given
weighted graph states, which are very useful in the study of entanglement, quantum
computing, and quantum error correction.
1. Introduction
In quantum information, a quantum state encodes information and is used in the
design of algorithms. Random numbers and random matrix theory 1 play important
roles in various applications, ranging from wireless communications 2 to determin-
ing physical properties of a quantum system 3. Consequently, generating random
quantum states is important in quantum communication and information. For in-
stance, unique random states can be used to design quantum bills (money) 4.
Statistical properties of random quantum states show that random quantum states
generated within some restricted set of states can still be effectively random 5.
A quantum state, defined as a vector in Hilbert space, contains all the accessible-
measurable information about the system 6. Entanglement is one of the quantum
mechanical accessible phenomena used to build efficient quantum algorithms. For a
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given multi-qubit state, a graph state 7,8,9 can be used to specify the graph-based
representation of the entanglement between qubits. A graph state is comprised of
vertices and edges, where the vertices correspond to qubits and edges represent en-
tanglement between qubits. Non-local properties 10,11 and entanglement character-
izations 12 of graph states have been studied, and their use has been demonstrated
for different applications in quantum error correction 13, quantum communication,
and one-way quantum computation14, among others (Hein et al.15 present an ex-
cellent review of the applications of graph states). Realization of graph states has
been experimentally demonstrated for six photons 16. As a generalization of graph
states, weighted graph states include weights on each edge, quantifying the amount
of the entanglement. Weighted graph states are shown to be useful in the study
of bipartite entanglement in spin chains 17 and many-body quantum states 18.
Based on a weighted graph state representation of certain classes of multi-particle
entangled states, a variational method 19,20 is proposed for arbitrary spin and
infinite-dimensional systems. These representations are also used in error correc-
tion schemes in one-way quantum computing 21, and in many other applications
(please refer to Hein at al.15).
In this paper, we map the Schmidt basis and the associated coefficients to quan-
tum circuits to generate random quantum states. We show that for state generation,
by using quantum gates corresponding to Schmidt coefficients, the amount of the
bipartite entanglement between subsystems can be controlled. Therefore, we show
that if quantum gates corresponding to the Schmidt basis are chosen randomly,
one can generate random states with bipartite entanglement amounts predefined
by the gates implementing the coefficients. This provides a way to tune the entan-
glement between subsystems in a generated state, which can be used to generate
certain type of weighted graph states on quantum computers. This can be used
in the utilization and characterization of entanglement 22 in quantum communi-
cation, cryptography, and cluster state computation 23. In addition, our method
can be used to simulate entanglement distribution of particular quantum systems
in quantum computing. An example of this is in the simulation of the entanglement
distribution in light-harvesting complexes24,25 to investigate energy transfer and
efficiency.
2. Preliminaries
Schmidt Decomposition Given Hilbert spaces HA and HB of dimension dA and
dB, and a quantum state |ψ〉 ∈ HAB = HA ⊗ HB, the Schmidt decomposition is
defined as:
|ψ〉 =
min(dA,dB)∑
i
si |ui〉 |vi〉 , (1)
where sis are the Schmidt coefficients, and |ui〉 and |vi〉 are the state vectors that
form the Schmidt bases in HA and HB , respectively. The reduced density matrix
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for system A or B can be found from the Schmidt decomposition as follows:
ρA =
∑
i
s2i |ui〉 〈ui| . (2)
The above expression shows that the coefficients of the Schmidt decomposition are
related to the eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix.
Von Neumann Entropy For a given density matrix ρ, the von Neumann Entropy
is defined as:
S(ρ) = −Tr(ρ ln ρ), (3)
where the notation Tr describes the trace of a matrix. If the density matrix ρ with
eigenvalues λj and associated eigenvectors |j〉 has the eigenvalue decomposition
ρ =
∑
j λj |j〉 〈j|, then the entropy can be defined as:
S(ρ) = −
∑
j
λj lnλj (4)
For pure states, we can use the Schmidt coefficients in the von Neumann Entropy
to quantify the bipartite entanglement between systems A and B as:
S(ρA) = S(ρB) = −
min(dA,dB)∑
j
s2j ln s
2
j , (5)
where ρA and ρB are the density matrices for the systems A and B, respectively.
3. Random State Generation With Predetermined Entanglement
Since the Schmidt coefficients are important in determining entanglement, by suit-
ably mapping the Schmidt decomposition to a circuit design, we can control en-
tanglement. Please note that in this paper, for simplicity, we will only consider the
real space for the circuit designs, but they can be generalized to complex space.
3.1. 2-qubit Case
|0〉
|0〉 V
U
X
R
X
Fig. 1. Quantum circuit which is found by following the Schmidt decomposition and can generate
any quantum state of dimension 4. In the circuit X represents a quantum NOT gate, U and V
are the Schmidt basis and R is the rotation gate defined with the Schmidt coefficients.
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The Schmidt decomposition for H = H1 ⊗ H2, and H1 and H2 ∈ R
⊗1 is as
follows:
|ψ〉 =
2∑
i=1
si |ui〉 |vi〉 . (6)
The circuit in Fig.1 can be used generate any general |ψ〉 state for two qubits,
where the entanglement defined by the quantum gate R whose elements are deter-
mined from the Schmidt coefficients. In the figure X is the quantum NOT gate, U
and V are the Schmidt basis, and the elements of R are the Schmidt coefficients
determining the entanglement:
R =
(
s1 −s2
s2 s2
)
. (7)
Choosing the elements s1 and s2, which are the Schmidt coefficients, and random
Schmidt basis U and V , one can also create a two-qubit random state with prede-
termined entanglement.
3.2. Generalization to n qubits
We can generalize the idea to an n-qubit system: The Kronecker tensor product of
the Schmidt bases U and V can be written in matrix form as:
U⊗V =
[
u•1 ⊗ v•1 . . . u•1 ⊗ v•k u•2 ⊗ v•1 . . . u•2 ⊗ v•k . . . u•k ⊗ v•1 . . . u•k ⊗ v•k
]
,
(8)
where u•i and v•j represent the ith and jth column of U and V , respectively, and
k represents the number of columns. In the Schmidt decomposition of a vector |ψ〉:
|ψ〉 =
k∑
i=1
siu•i ⊗ v•i, (9)
the Schmidt coefficients s1 . . . sk are related to the columns: 1, (k + 2), (2k +
3), . . . , (k2), respectively. Therefore, if we have an input state |ϕ〉 to (U ⊗ V ) in
the following form:
|ϕ〉 =


s1
0
...
0
s2
0
...
0
s3
0
...
0
sk


, (10)
then (U ⊗ V ) |ϕ〉 = |ψ〉 =
∑k
i=1 siu•i ⊗ v•i. If we assume the initial input to the
circuit is |0〉, then the first column of the matrix representation of the circuit defines
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the output. Therefore, to generate |ϕ〉, first we construct the Schmidt coefficients
in the first column of the matrix S of dimension min(dA, dB). If S is on the first
subsystem, then the global unitary operator is (S ⊗ I) with the first column:

s1
0
...
0
s2
0
...
0
s3
0
...
0
sk
0
...
0


(11)
To get the Schmidt coefficients to the rows 1, (k+2), (2k+3), . . . , (k2) as in Eq.(10),
we apply a permutation matrix P to switch the rows and columns: P (S ⊗ I)P .
Therefore, the final circuit can be represented by the matrix vector product as:
|ψ〉 = (U ⊗ V )P (S ⊗ I)P |0〉 . (12)
In the corresponding circuit design, U and V are defined as the operators on the
first and the second subsystems, respectively. S, whose first column is the Schmidt
coefficients, is considered on the first subsystem. Since the operator P is a permuta-
tion matrix, it can be implemented by a combination of controlled NOT (CNOT )
gates.
3.3. 4-qubit Case
As an example, consider a 4-qubit system, where the subsystems are composed of
two qubits: H12 for the first and second qubits and H34 for the third and fourth
qubits. Thus, in the Schmidt decomposition, there are four coefficients: s1, s2, s3,
and s4. The circuit in Fig.2 generates any quantum state that has the Schmidt
coefficients implemented by S and Schmidt bases implemented by U and V . For
the implementation of S given in Fig.3, we follow the idea first presented in ref.26:
The coefficients are divided into two unit vectors as 1/k1 [
s1
s2 ] and 1/k2 [
s3
s4 ], with
normalization constants 1/k1 and 1/k2. Then, the rotation gates in Fig.3 are defined
as:
R1 =
1
k1
(
s1 −s2
s2 s1
)
, R2 =
1
k2
(
s3 −s4
s4 s3
)
, (13)
and
R3 =
(
k1 −k2
k2 k1
)
. (14)
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|0〉
|0〉
|0〉
|0〉
U
V
X
X
X
X
S
X
X
X
X
Fig. 2. Quantum circuit for 4 qubits which is found by following the Schmidt decomposition and
can generate any quantum state of dimension 16. In the circuit U and V are the Schmidt basis
and S implements the Schmidt coefficients controlling the entanglement between H12 and H34.
S is constructed using the above rotation gates as:
S =
(
R1 I
I R2
)
(R3 ⊗ I). (15)
The first column of S consists of the Schmidt coefficients, which is shown in Fig.3.
S ≡
R1R2
R3
≡


s1 • • •
s2 • • •
s3 • • •
s4 • • •


Fig. 3. Quantum circuit that has the matrix representation whose first column is the Schmidt
coefficients.
4. Bipartite Entanglement Control for n qubits
We now show that we can sequentially combine the Schmidt decomposition circuits
for two qubits to control the entanglement between various parts of the system with
the rest of the system in the random state: e.g., for a 5 qubit system, controlling
entanglement between H1 and H2345 and H12 and H345.
4.1. Connecting three qubits linearly
We start with the initial state |ψ0〉 = |000〉. If we assume the first two qubits are
entangled by the circuit in Fig.1, where the Schmidt basis is chosen to be identity:
V1 = U1 = I, then we get the following:
|ψ1〉 = s1 |0〉 |0〉 |0〉+ s2 |1〉 |1〉 |0〉 , (16)
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where s1 and s2 are Schmidt coefficients. To also entangle the 2nd and 3rd qubits,
we apply the same Schmidt circuit to these qubits: First, the CNOT gate is applied:
|ψ2〉 =s1 |0〉CNOT (|0〉 |0〉) + s2 |1〉CNOT (|1〉 |0〉)
=s1 |0〉 |0〉 |0〉+ s2 |1〉 |1〉 |1〉 .
(17)
Then, we apply the rotation gate R, which has the Schmidt coefficients, k1 and k2,
as elements:
R2 =
(
k1 −k2
k2 k1
)
(18)
This generates the following state:
|ψ3〉 =s1 |0〉R2 |0〉 |0〉+ s2 |1〉R2 |1〉 |1〉
=s1 |0〉 (k1 |0〉+ k2 |1〉) |0〉+ s2 |1〉 (−k2 |0〉+ k1 |1〉) |1〉
=s1k1 |000〉+ s1k2 |010〉 − s2k2 |101〉+ s2k1 |111〉
(19)
After the second CNOT , the final state becomes:
|ψ4〉 = s1k1 |000〉+ s1k2 |011〉 − s2k2 |101〉+ s2k1 |110〉 (20)
Since U2 and V2 are the local operators, they do not change the entanglement.
Therefore, the entanglement between H12 and H3, and the entanglement between
H1 and H23 can be found from |ψ4〉.
The von Neumann entropy S(ρ3) = S(ρ12) defines the entanglement between
the systems H12 andH3. For the entropy, the reduced density matrix ρ3 can be
found as follows:
ρ3 =TrH12(|ψ4〉 〈ψ4|)
=(s1k1)
2 |0〉 〈0|+ (s1k2)
2 |1〉 〈1|+ (s2k2)
2 |1〉 〈1|
+(s2k1)
2 |0〉 〈0|
=
(
(s1k1)
2 + (s2k1)
2
)
|0〉 〈0|+
(
(s1k2)
2 + (s2k2)
2
)
|1〉 〈1|
=(k1)
2 |0〉 〈0|+ (k2)
2 |1〉 〈1|
(21)
Since S(ρ3) = (k1)
2 ln (k1)
2 + (k2)
2 ln (k2)
2, which is determined solely from the
Schmidt coefficients, the entanglement is controlled as expected.
The entanglement between H12 and H3 is also defined as S(ρ1) = S(ρ23). Here,
the reduced density matrix ρ1 can be obtained as follows:
ρ1 =TrH23(|ψ4〉 〈ψ4|)
=
(
(s1k1)
2 + (s1k2)
2
)
|0〉 〈0|+
(
(s2k2)
2 + (s2k1)
2
)
|1〉 〈1|
=(s1)
2 |0〉 〈0|+ (s2)
2 |1〉 〈1|
(22)
Finally, we find S(ρ1) = (s1)
2 ln (s1)
2 + (s2)
2 ln (s2)
2. Eq.(21) and Eq.(22) prove
that we can use the Schmidt circuit sequentially to achieve desired entanglement
between two disentangled subsystems.
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4.2. Definition of a Graph State
For a given multi-qubit state, a graph state is an instance of the graph-based rep-
resentation of the entanglement between qubits15. They are used in determining
the capacity of quantum channels and quantum error correction. We use weighted
graph states, where vertices represent qubits (a vertex can also be a subsystem), and
an edge between vertices vi and vj determines the bipartite entanglement between
subsystems i and j.
If a graph state is acyclic, i.e. there is only one edge connecting two subsys-
tems, successively using the Schmidt circuit in Fig.1 and controlling the Schmidt
coefficients, as done for three qubits above, the desired entanglement between each
subsystems can be derived. Example circuits are given in Fig.4 and Fig.5 for linear
(path) and star graphs with five qubits. A linear graph or path graph consists of
vertices and edges that can be drawn as a single straight line where there are two
terminal vertices of degree 1 at the beginning and at the end of the line and the
remaining vertices are in the middle and have degree 2. A star graph with n vertices
have one vertex of degree n − 1 and all the other vertices have degree 1. When a
star graph is drawn, as its name suggests, it forms a star where the vertex having
degree n− 1 is located in the middle. Similar circuit designs can be generated for
different graphs in the same manner.
≡
|0〉
|0〉
|0〉
|0〉
|0〉
U1
V1X
R1
X U2
V2X
R2
X U3
V3X
R3
X U4
V4X
R4
X
Fig. 4. Quantum circuit that can generate random state for 5 qubits with the entanglement
amount between qubits defined on the linear graph.
1
2
3
45
≡
|0〉
|0〉
|0〉
|0〉
|0〉
U1
V1X
R1
X
U2
V2X
R2
X
U3
V3X
R3
X
U4
V4X
R4
X
Fig. 5. Quantum circuit that can generate random state for 5 qubits with the entanglement
amount between qubits defined on the star graph.
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5. Numerical Results
The statistical properties of the entanglement of a large bipartite quantum system
have been analyzed by Facchi et. al 27. Pasquale et. al 28 have investigated the
statistical distribution of the Schmidt coefficients to obtain characterization of the
statistical features of the bipartite entanglement of a large quantum system in
a pure state. In addition, the behavior of bipartite entanglement at the fixed von
Neumann entropy has been recently studied in ref.29. Here, we now show the degree
of the randomness of the output states, generated by the circuits described in the
previous section, through a given probability distribution of the generated states.
Let G(m,n) be anm×n matrix of independent and identically distributed standard
normal real random variables. The distribution of the matrices is defined as 1,30:
1
(2pi)βmn/2
e−
1
2
||G||2
F , (23)
where ||G||F =
√
Tr(G∗G) is the Frobenius norm of the matrix G, and β takes
values based on considering real matrices(β = 1), the complexes (β = 2), or the
quaternions (β = 4). In MATLAB, we use the function G = randn(m,n) to
generate matrices with the above Gaussian distribution with β = 1. Starting with
a normally distributed matrix and taking QR or singular value decomposition of
the matrix generates random orthogonal matrices distributed according to Haar
measure. One can also generate standard random orthogonal matrices with the same
distribution by using successive plane rotations with random angle values generated
according to Gaussian distribution 31. Therefore, for quantum states generated
using the Schmidt decomposition by choosing random Schmidt coefficients and basis
(or the corresponding quantum gates), the distribution of the overlaps or the angle
values between these states is expected to be Gaussian. This is also numerically
shown in Fig.6 for 1000 random quantum states (All histograms in the figures are
drawn by using 1000 number of states.) generated using random Schmidt basis and
coefficients for an eight-qubit star graph state.
Fig. 6. Angles between the generated quantum states for an eight-qubit star graph: Both the
Schmidt coefficients and basis are chosen randomly for each state.
When we use the same Schmidt coefficients but different random bases to gen-
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erate random quantum states; if the sizes of the subsystems are greater than one
qubit, the distribution of the histogram of the generated quantum states are still
Gaussian. This is numerically shown in Fig.7 for a four-qubit system composed of
two-qubit subsystems, H12 and H34. We draw the distribution of the angles be-
tween 1000 random quantum states which has the same Schmidt coefficients but
different bases: the comparison of the histograms in Fig.7(a) and Fig.7(b) shows
that the distributions are very similar when the entanglement between subsystem
is high and low. Therefore, if the sizes of the subsystems are greater than one qubit,
the amount of the bipartite entanglement between subsystems does not affect the
distribution, which is Gaussian.
However, if the size of one of the subsystems is one qubit and the amount of
the entanglement is fixed, examples are shown in Fig.8 for an eight-qubit linear
graph and in Fig.9 for an eight-qubit star graph, then the distribution of the angles
between the generated quantum states are affected by the amount of the bipartite
entanglement between these subsystems. As an example in Fig.10 for a two-qubit
system, two different random set of Schmidt coefficients are used to generate two
group of 1000 quantum random states (the states in the same group have the same
Schmidt coefficients): the entanglement is high for the first group and low for the
second group. While the histogram of the first group shown in Fig.10(a) looks
more uniform-like, the histogram for the second group shown in Fig.10(b) is more
Gaussian-like. This indicates that the distribution changes by the amount of the
entanglement and is Gaussian when the entanglement is low; however, becomes
more uniform-like when the amount of the entanglement is increased. This appears
more clearly in Fig.11, where the average bipartite entanglement (S) between sub-
systems of a five-qubit star graph changes for each different group of 1000 random
states. As shown in Fig.11, the distribution becomes more uniform-like when the
average entanglement (S) is increased. Please also note that the reason for using
five qubits is to perform the computer simulations faster while keeping the system
size large enough. In addition, we show the histograms of star graphs of different
number of qubits with different average bipartite entanglements in Fig.12, which
also supports Fig.11 and the above argument.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we map the Schmidt decomposition for a general quantum state into
quantum circuits, which can be used to generate random quantum states. We show
that in random state generation, the entanglement amount between subsystems
can be controlled by using quantum gates implementing the desired Schmidt coef-
ficients. We also show that one can combine the Schmidt circuits sequentially to
generate an equivalent quantum state for an acyclic weighted graph state in which
vertices and edges correspond to subsystems and the bipartite entanglement be-
tween subsystems, respectively, and also the amount of entanglement is given by
the weights of the edges.
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Our method can be used in different applications and protocols relying on entan-
glement. In the simulation of quantum systems, one can use the method to create
an instance of the desired system. In addition, decoherence effects the quality of
the entanglement and generally cause errors in computations. A similar idea can be
used in quantum error correction to correct an imperfect bipartite entanglement,
and so a quantum channel.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 7. Histograms of the angles between the generated quantum states for four qubits, where
the Schmidt coefficients are fixed to certain values and the amount of the entanglement is high in
(a) and low in (b).
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Fig. 8. Histogram of the angles between the generated random quantum states for eight qubits
where the Schmidt coefficients are fixed and the corresponding bipartite entanglements are given
as weights of the edges on the graph.
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Fig. 9. Histogram of the angles between the generated random quantum states for eight qubits
where the Schmidt coefficients are fixed and the corresponding bipartite entanglements are given
as weights of the edges on the graph.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 10. Histograms of the angles between the generated quantum states for two qubits, where
the Schmidt coefficients are fixed to a certain value and the amount of the entanglement is high
in (a) and low in (b).
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(a) S = 0.0838 (b) S = 0.1974
(c) S = 0.3012 (d) S = 0.3887
(e) S = 0.4735 (f) S = 0.5723
(g) S = 0.6839 (h) S = 0.7655
(i) S = 0.8578 (j) S = 0.9440
Fig. 11. Histograms of the angles between the generated quantum states for a 5-qubit star graph,
where the Schmidt coefficients are fixed to certain values for each figure and the amount of the
average bipartite entanglement (S) is given under each figure.
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(a) 3-qubit: S = 0.5755 (b) 4-qubit: S = 0.2691
(c) 5-qubit: S = 0.6791 (d) 6-qubit: S = 0.4676
(e) 7-qubit: S = 0.8564 (f) 8-qubit: S = 0.6462
(g) 9-qubit: S = 0.5337 (h) 10-qubit: S = 0.6766
Fig. 12. Histograms of the angles between the generated quantum states for different number of
qubits, where the Schmidt coefficients are fixed to certain values and the amount of the average
bipartite entanglement (S) is given under each figure.
